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John Kozlowski

From: John Kozlowski <John@Kozlowski.org>

Sent: Friday, April 2, 2021 10:50 AM

To: Dorothy-Jane Kozlowski (Outlook); 'Dorothy-Jane Kozlowski'; 'Erika Leigh Sams'; 'Jack 

Cross'; 'Tirzah Kozlowski'; 'Julia Williams'; 'Isaac Owen Williams'; Jim Cross 

(JimCross@LexcomInc.net); 'jimcross45@gmail.com'

Subject: Am  I bad because I trust the Lord and don't wear a mask?

Family, 
 
Since Jack states he will not read more that the headline, I love you Jack! 
 
I have wondered about the reactions I received from my family in recent days as well as dialogs I have had with 
others.  There is a common theme of rejection, but not really of what is stated, but the depth to which it is stated.  In 
other words it is easy to say I believe in God, but when you use the Bible’s text to show characteristics or commands of 
God then you have gone too far and must be rejected.  I will repeat again Galatians 4:16 “Have I then become your 
enemy by telling you the truth?” 
 
One of the things several have expressed concern about is my statement that the mask is the armband of a hundred 
years ago.  However this is easy to demonstrate to the willing.  For example look at Operation Himmler which was the 
series of false flags used to provoke World War II.  It was done by doing a bunch of vile things and then putting serious 
distortions of what happened into the public’s mind.  The most effective way to do this is to point to things that are true 
and then draw conclusions from them that lead people astray.  Look at the dead Polish bodies (true), they must have 
been bad (why).  Ignore the fact we killed them, but if we don’t do something about them they will come and kill us.  We 
need to give the state more power.  It worked.  See the dead bodies (true), it must be the virus (why).  Ignore the fact 
that they had comorbidities, they were in bad health due to age, they were obese, they had a vitamin D deficiency, and 
the all cause death rate hasn’t change, but if we don’t do something about it, it will come to kill us.  We need to give the 
state more power.  It is working again. 
 
The various issues around “mask mouth” are very real.  The lockdowns enhance vitamin D deficiencies.  Self-harm for 
the young has skyrocketed.  And it appears much of my family wear a mask.  I have never worn one and refuse to do 
self-harm by doing so.  I might be the healthiest member of the family.  So who is the one that is really showing love? 
 
One of my biggest mistakes was not making use of the land we had when we had it.  Obviously we had the place on 
Strawhill Church Road to grow our own food, but I failed to do it.  We had a weak try on Old 64, and even could have 
done a bit while on Watercrest.  I have made use of local growers for years and plan to continue that.  But I have plenty 
of land to grow things on now.  Anyone care to join me? 
 
If you want to see a relentless act of love in pursuit of a reconciled family, it is right in front of you. 
 
I love you all. 
 
http://Family.Kozlowski.org/Email-2021-04-02+1 

John Kozlowski 
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Fear God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole duty of man. 

Ecclesiastes 12:13 
 

 

 


